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Abstract 

Depending on the reference, the practice of K-12 online learning began sometime between 

1991 and 1996.  Yet almost three decades later, there is still little research to describe the K-

12 online learning student experience, which has resulted in a lack of understanding of the 

actual instructional model, nature of the curriculum, and type and amount of support 

employed by K-12 online learning programs.  Further, much of the available research is 

atheoretical, methodologically questionable, contextually limited, and overgeneralized.  All 

these factors make the K-12 online learning research that does exist of little value in guiding 

practice.  This manuscript examines the maturity of research in the field of K-12 online 

learning, with the goal of providing researchers with meaningful impact on future practice. 
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Resumen:  

Dependiendo de la referencia, la práctica del aprendizaje en línea de K-12 comenzó en algún 

momento entre 1991 y 1996. Sin embargo, casi tres décadas después, todavía hay poca 

investigación para describir la experiencia de los estudiantes de aprendizaje en línea de K-

12, que ha resultado en una falta de comprensión del modelo de instrucción real, la naturaleza 

del plan de estudios y el tipo y la cantidad de apoyo empleado por los programas de 

aprendizaje en línea K-12. Además, gran parte de la investigación disponible es teórica, 

metodológicamente cuestionable, contextualmente limitada y sobregeneralizada. Todos 

estos factores hacen que la investigación de aprendizaje en línea K-12 que existe sea de poco 

valor para guiar la práctica. Este manuscrito examina la madurez de la investigación en el 

campo del aprendizaje en línea en K-12, con el objetivo de proporcionar a los investigadores 

un impacto significativo en la práctica futura. 

Palabras clave: Niño con mal comportamiento, Adolescente con mal comportamiento, K-

12, Aprendizaje en línea. 

 

 

 

 

As a part of their Online Learning Definitions Project, the International Association for 

K-12 Online Learning (iNACOL) (2011), defined online learning as: 
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education in which instruction and content are delivered primarily over the Internet.  The 

term does not include print-based correspondence education, broadcast television or 

radio, videocassettes, and stand-alone educational software programs that do not have a 

significant Internet-based instructional component.  Used interchangeably with virtual 

learning, cyber learning, e-learning. (p. 7) 

iNACOL has historically been the dominant professional association in the United States for 

practitioners of K-12 distance, online, and blended learning. 

While it is important to acknowledge that distance learning has occurred within the K-12 

environment for over a century (Clark, 2003, 2007, 2013), the first documented instance of K-12 

online learning was a program developed around 1991 by Laurel Springs School, a private 

school in California (Barbour, 2011).  According to Clark (2003), one of the first public schools 

to begin offering K-12 online learning was the Utah Electronic High School around 1993 

(although most courses were still offered in a correspondence format).  Darrow (2010) reported 

that a year later the first full-time cyber charter school was established in California.  The first 

supplemental virtual schools began around 1997 (Friend & Johnston, 2005; Pape, Adams, & 

Ribeiro, 2005). Regardless of which of these events is considered the “start” of the practice of K-

12 online learning, it is safe to assume that the use of K-12 online has been occurring for 23 to 

29 years – or approximately two to three decades. 

From a research perspective, the first major review of the literature related to K-12 

distance and online learning was Rice (2006).  However, the first review of the literature to focus 

solely on K-12 online learning was Barbour and Reeves (2009).  The first Handbook on 

Research in K-12 Online and Blended Learning was published in 2014, with a second edition 

published three years later (Ferdig & Kennedy, 2014; Kennedy & Ferdig, 2017).  While there 

had been a variety of special issues focused on K-12 online learning in other journals, it wasn’t 

until 2015 that a journal specifically focused on the field of K-12 online and blended learning 

was established (i.e., the Journal of Online Learning Research).  As iNACOL began to shift their 

focus away from K-12 online and blended learning towards personalized learning and 

competency-based education, the Digital Learning Collaborative – with their Digital Learning 

Annual Conference – was created in 2018 as a professional association for both practitioners and 

scholar. 

Even with these developments in the scholarship of K-12 online learning, like many 

newer fields, the practice has outpaced the availability of useful research.  This is particularly 

true in areas where technology is a significant factor in the practice of the field.  However, as we 

approach the conclusion of three decades of practice, it is worthwhile to begin to reflect on how 

mature is the scholarship within the field of K-12 online learning?  This article aims to address 

this question in a systematic fashion.1 

 
1 With permission, this article updates and expands themes that were first developed in Barbour (2018a) and Molnar 

et al. (2019). 
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Maturity of the Field 

 

In order to measure the maturity of the field of K-12 online learning a structure to 

accomplish the task must be outlined.  Graham, Henrie, and Gibbons (2014) believed that, “well-

established scholarly domains have common terminology and widely accepted models and 

theories that guide inquiry and practice, while researchers in less mature domains struggle to 

define terms and establish relevant models” (p. 13).  However, it was Saba (2013), in his 

discussion of the state of the broader field of distance education, who outlined four specific 

challenges that face a field as it matures: (1) confusing terminology, (2) a lack of historical 

perspective, (3) the absence of construct validity, and (4) a postmodern turn.  In this section, we 

will examine the state of research into K-12 and online learning through the lens of these four 

challenges; as well as an examination of the American-centrism of the field. 

 

Confusing Terminology 

 

In his seminal work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn (1970) argued that the 

distinctness of a particular field is reflected in the shared paradigms or understandings of the 

research community.  One such paradigm is the establishment of unique and recognized 

definitions, which is also often seen as a sign of the maturity of a given field (Januszewski & 

Molenda, 2008).  Saba (2013) wrote one of the limitations of the field of distance education in 

general was “the emergence of terms and phrases in the current literature that have received 

acceptance among different groups of practitioners, while they remain poorly defined, or 

undefined” (p. 49).  The same can be said of the field of K-12 online learning. 

In the opening paragraphs of this article, the field has been referred to as (a) K-12 online 

learning, (b) K-12 distance and online learning, and (c) K-12 online and blended learning.  The 

official definitions project from the traditional practitioner association in the field even stated 

that these terms could be and were used interchangeably with terms like virtual learning, cyber 

learning, e-learning, and hybrid learning.  In fact, to further complicate the terminology, 

iNACOL’s Online Learning Definitions Project defined cyber school as “a formally constituted 

organization (public, private, state, charter, etc.) that offers full-time education delivered 

primarily over the Internet; term used synonymously with the terms ‘virtual school,’ ‘eSchool,’ 

and ‘online school’” (iNACOL, 2011, p. 5).  Similarly, the entries for eSchool and online school 

use the exact same definition, while the entry for virtual school simply says “see online school.” 

It is this kind of poorly defined terminology that allowed the authors of the annual 

Keeping Pace with K-12 Digital Learning reports to claim that “research from K-12 online and 

blended courses and schools have provided over a decade’s worth of evidence to suggest that 

teaching and learning online can work” (Watson & Murrin, 2014, p. 15).  This claim was 

supported with selective literature focused on part-time or supplemental K-12 online learning 
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programs, ignoring the well established understanding that “the effectiveness of [part-time K-12] 

distance education appears to have more to do with who is teaching, who is learning, and how 

that learning is accomplished, and less to do with the medium” (Rice, 2006, p. 440).  The claim 

also ignores the fact that: 

whether the format of the research was academic, independent state audit, or investigative 

journalist’s report, the main theme from this body of work is that in a full-time virtual 

school setting, student performance is considerably poorer than the performance of 

students in a face-to-face learning environment. (Molnar et al., 2017, p. 46) 

A reality that has been repeatedly represented in the National Education Policy Center’s annual 

Virtual Schooling in the United States reports (Miron & Gulosino, 2016; Miron, Shank, & 

Davidson, 2018; Miron & Urschel, 2012; Molnar et al. 2013; 2014; 2015; 2017; 2019).  These 

documents, as well as the other literature related to the effectiveness of full-time K-12 online 

learning, were summarized by Barbour, Mann, and Melchoir (2018). 

For the most part, academic authors have used the term K-12 online learning to refer to 

the general field (Barbour, 2019).  Similarly, within the academic literature the term virtual 

school is generally used when referring to supplemental forms of K-12 online learning (i.e., 

where students are enrolled in a brick-and-mortar school, but take one or more courses online to 

supplement their studies).  The term cyber school is generally used when referring to full-time 

forms of K-12 online learning (i.e., where students are engaged in full-time online instruction 

and do not attend a brick-and-mortar school at all).  However, these general conventions are not 

used consistently in the academic literature.  For example, much of the early literature in the field 

used the term virtual school as a way to describe the general field of K-12 online learning 

(Molnar et al. 2013).  Further, many scholars adopt the term in the legislation or policy in the 

jurisdiction where they are conducting the research.  For example, policy in Pennsylvania uses 

the term cyber charter school and much of the research published on that state also uses that term 

(e.g., Ahn, 2011; Ellis, 2008; Mann, Kotok, Frankenberg, Fuller, & Schafft, 2016).  In many 

states full-time online schools are referred to as virtual charter schools in legislation, and 

researchers working in those states will often use that term to describe a full-time cyber school 

(Klein & Poplin, 2008; Torre, 2013).  Finally, as much of what is known about the K-12 online 

learning has come from non-academic organizations, various government agencies, and even the 

popular media, it is important to note that authors are also inconsistent in how they use the terms 

online learning, virtual schooling, cyber schooling, or derivatives thereof—often using them 

interchangeably as synonyms. 

But the same can be said of literature in formal academic publishing outlets as well. In 

the final, regular issue of JOLR for 2019,2 there is an article that reports on a case study of a 

“full-time virtual school” (Rice, Oritz, Curry, & Petropoulos, 2019).  In their description of the 

article, the editors write: 

 
2 See https://www.learntechlib.org/primary/j/JOLR/v/5/n/2/ for the table of contents 

https://www.learntechlib.org/primary/j/JOLR/v/5/n/2/
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Rice, Ortiz, Curry, and Petropoulos authored the second article in this issue, “A Case 

Study of an Adoptive Foster Parent Working to Support a Child with Multiple 

Disabilities in a Full-Time Virtual School.” This article is especially interesting because it 

addresses several topics needing attention from researchers—students with disabilities, 

parental engagement, and cyber charter schools. The goal of this research is not to 

provide generalizable findings. Instead, by focusing only on one parent, the article 

provides a rich description of the parent’s experiences and perceptions while her foster 

son was enrolled in a cyber school. (Borup & Archambault, 2019, p. 120 – emphasis 

added). 

The next article in this issue was a case study that was focused on a “nonprofit online 

educational program” (Turley & Graham, 2019).  The final article in this issue was a study 

focused on data from “an accredited state-wide virtual school” (Bae Kwon, DeBruler, & 

Kennedy, 2019).  Three articles from the same issue of a journal that is specifically focused on 

the field of K-12 online learning.  Two articles describing their focus as being on some type of 

virtual schools.  One article where the author used one descriptive term and the editors used 

another descriptive term (two others in fact).  One article that included a description that has yet 

to be used in this article.  The lack of consistency in the terminology makes these comparisons 

difficult for policymakers, practitioners, and the general public to understand the nuances of the 

field and make meaningful comparisons.  These individuals, most of whom are outside of or new 

to the field, would have difficulty knowing if the two articles focused on virtual schools were 

researching similar programs.  Those same individuals who also not be aware that the “nonprofit 

online educational program” and the “accredited state-wide virtual school” had a lot more in 

common than the “full-time virtual school” had with the “accredited state-wide virtual school.” 

 

Lack of Historical Perspective 

 

In his examination of the maturity of a discipline, Bedeian (2004) argued that it was a 

function of the maturity of a particular field – and those in it – that it could recall its own history.  

As was referenced earlier, in the preface to the first edition of the Handbook of Research on K-12 

Online and Blended Learning, the editors wrote “although most of the people doing work in the 

area knew each other (and even occasionally worked together), many new to the field thought 

that they were discovering K-12 online and blended instruction for the first time” (Ferdig & 

Kennedy, 2014, p. vii).  The editors continued by underscoring the rationale for the handbook by 

stating: 

this wasn’t an egotistical exercise: this wasn’t another occasion where one academic was 

calling out peers for not including their citation or reference in a paper.  Rather, this was 

a problem as researchers – particularly those new to the field seemed to be lacking the 

opportunity to proverbially ‘stand on the shoulders of giants.’ (p. vii) 
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While he was speaking about the broader field of distance education, Saba (2013) summarized 

this problem when he lamented that “reading some of the articles, even in peer reviewed 

journals, one comes to the inevitable conclusion that their authors, editors, and reviewers are not 

familiar with the historical origin and conceptual growth of the field” (p. 50). 

A good measure of this lack of familiarity with the historical origin and conceptual 

growth of the field is best illustrated by looking at dissertations produced by those who should 

represent the next generation of researchers in the field.  Arnesen, Hveem, Short, West, and 

Barbour (2019) recently conducted an analysis of all of the journal articles that they were able to 

identify related to K-12 online learning.  Based on thorough data collection, Arnesen and her 

colleagues identified 356 different journal articles, and the most prolific journal article authors 

(see Table 1).   

Table 1. 

List of authors by number of journal articles based on Google Scholar and Scopus 

Google Scholar 

Rank 

Scopus 

# of 

Articles 

Author 
Author 

# of 

Articles 

57 Michael Barbour 1 Michael Barbour 11 

19 Cathy Cavanaugh 2 Elizabeth Murphy 8 

18 Ken Stevens 3 Charles Graham 7 

16 Elizabeth Murphy 4 Jered Borup 6 

15 Charles Graham 5 Cathy Cavanaugh 6 

14 Margaret Roblyer 6 Maria Rodiguez-Manzanares 6 

14 Jered Borup 7 Dennis Beck 4 

12 Leanna Archambault 8 Erik Black 4 

11 Diana Greer 9 Margaret Roblyer 3 

10 Dennis Beck 10 Meredith DiPietro 3 

10 Niki Davis 11 Randall Davis 3 

 

These lists represent 15 unique scholars in the field of K-12 online learning.  During the 2019 

publishing cycle, the Journal of Online Learning Research published three issues and a total of 

13 articles.  Table 2 examines number of articles that cited any of these 15 scholars. 

 

Table 2. 

Citations of top authors by articles published in the Journal of Online Learning Research in 2019 

Scholar Number of Articles 

Cited In (n=13) 

Number of 

Times Cited 

Google Scholar 

Rank 

Scopus 

Rank 

Charles Graham 7 21 5 3 

Michael Barbour 6 22 1 1 
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Jered Borup 5 14 7 4 

Cathy Cavanaugh 5 8 2 5 

Leanna Archambault 5 8 8 - 

Margaret Roblyer 2 2 6 9 

Ken Stevens 1 1 3 - 

Elizabeth Murphy 1 1 4 2 

Diana Greer 1 1 9 - 

Dennis Beck 1 1 10 7 

Maria Rodiguez-Manzanares 1 1 - 6 

Erik Black 1 1 - 8 

Niki Davis 0 0 11 - 

Meredith DiPietro 0 0 - 10 

Randall Davis 0 0 - 11 

 

First, this is by no means a systematic or comprehensive sampling of this particular journal, nor 

is it necessarily representative of the field as a whole (both of in terms of the most influential 

scholars or in terms of recent published scholarship).  However, it does provide a cursory 

analysis of the scholars published by a top journal in the field, specifically focused on K-12 

online learning, over the past calendar year.  Interestingly, there were three scholars that were not 

cited a single time.  Additionally, two of the 13 articles that were published did not cite a single 

one of these scholars, while three articles only cited a single scholar and four articles cited two of 

these scholars.  This result means that nine of the 13 articles cited two or fewer of the top 15 

scholars as identified Arnesen et al.’s (2019) sample of 356 articles. 

While a more systematic effort of this type of analysis is in order, this illustration does 

highlight the fact that articles published in this journal over the past year appear to exhibit a lack 

of familiarity with the historical origin and conceptual growth of the field of K-12 online 

learning.  In their handbook preface, Ferdig and Kennedy (2014) actually commented on this 

very issue: 

There is no clear reason why this happens.  Perhaps it has to do with the fact that people 

in the field publish in a wide variety of journals.  Articles in K-12 online and blended 

instructional might appear in anything from the Journal of Technology and Teacher 

Education to The International Review of Research in Open and Distance Education and 

from the Journal of Medical Internet Research to The Internet and Higher Education. (p. 

vii) 

This is quite accurate, as Arnesen et al. (2019) found that their sample of 356 articles came from 

155 different journals, and there were 102 different journals that only published a single article.  

This cursory analysis is also not intended to single out the Journal of Online Learning Research 

or its editors.  In fact, if one were to examine the 356 journal articles in the sample provided by 
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Arnesen and her colleagues,3 they would discover that there were a total of 10 articles published 

in 2015 or earlier that had never been cited and 53 articles published in 2015 or earlier that had 

been cited fewer than five times.4  Many of these 63 articles were authored by some of the top 

authors listed in Table 1, published in journals that featured multiple K-12 online learning 

articles, and written on topics that were relevant to the field.  Hence, there should be no apparent 

reason why many of these articles have not been cited in subsequent research. 

It should be noted that the analysis of the historical perspective of the field above has 

been limited to journal articles within the field.  Yet, as was discussed earlier, numerous scholars 

have described how the amount of K-12 online learning research available in journals was 

limited. For example, Barbour and Reeves (2009) stated that, “much of the literature for virtual 

schooling has primarily been disseminated through private re-search centers, evaluations or 

doctoral dissertations” (p. 403).  This additional fragmentation of where the scholarship of K-12 

online learning is published further complicates scholars’ ability to situate their own research 

within the historical origin and conceptual growth of the field. 

Another reason for the lack of historical perspective may be explained by Saba (2007) 

when he wrote: 

For some, history starts when they become interested in the field.  Depending on the 

initial period of their focus, some authors attempt to reduce the entire field of distance 

education to a narrow view defined by a particular medium of communication (e.g., web-

based learning) or mode of information transmission (e.g., online learning).  This 

reductionist approach to understanding the field is in sharp contrast to the holistic 

systems approach that is essential for developing a comprehensive theory of the field. (p. 

50) 

Each of these issues is a problem within the field of K-12 online learning.  For example, the 

oldest article in the sample of K-12 online learning journal articles used by Arnesen et al. (2019) 

was from 1997.  However, Lowes (2004) examined what she described as “the research methods 

used during the first 10 years of research on online teaching and learning” in her chapter in the 

International Handbook on K-12 Online and Blended Learning (p. 83).  Interestingly, the first 10 

years according to Lowes spanned a period of 2004 to 2014. 

In the next edition of that same handbook, Lokey-Vega, Jorrín-Abellán, and Pourreau 

(2018) used research deposited into the Research Clearinghouse for K-12 Blended and Online 

Learning to examine the use of theory in the field of K-12 online and blended learning.  The 

clearinghouse5 only included 13 items prior to the year 2000 – only five of which were focused 

on K-12 distance, online, and/or blended learning (suggesting that their sample began in 1997, 

 
3 The complete data set of the 356 articles used by Arnesen and her colleagues is available for download at 

https://tinyurl.com/K12OnlineLearningData 
4 See Arnesen, Walters, Barbour, & Borup (2020) for an analysis of these uncited and low cited articles. 
5 The Research Clearinghouse for K-12 Blended and Online Learning is available at https://k12onlineresearch.org/ 

and is described as “a repository of references to research articles and other publications from the field of K-12 

online and blended learning.” 

https://tinyurl.com/K12OnlineLearningData
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://k12onlineresearch.org/&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1546137704802000&usg=AFQjCNHaq-9JNw7BbIDtHezGCOMYouSizg
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but contains an extremely limited pre-2000 sample).  However, as was described in the opening 

paragraphs, the history of the field of K-12 online learning began as early as 1991.  So an 

examination of the field that began in 1997 or 2004 could easily have excluded seminal research 

in the field.  It should also be noted that earlier history also ignored other forms of K-12 distance 

learning, such as instructional film around 1910, educational radio in 1921, correspondence 

education around 1923, educational television programming in the 1930s, educational satellites 

in the 1960s, and audiographics or telematics in the 1980s (Clark, 2007) (this is an issue that will 

be discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections).  This timeline is also evidence that by 

beginning their examination of the field to the 1990s or 2000s, these authors were also focusing 

on a single medium of K-12 distance education. 

To date, there have been a total of four journal articles that can be described as major 

reviews of literature in the field.  The first of these literature reviews was written by Rice (2006), 

and focused broadly on literature related to K-12 distance education.  However, the next two 

literature reviews (i.e., the ones written by Barbour and Reeves [2009] and by Cavanaugh, 

Barbour, and Clark [2009]) were focused only on K-12 online learning, whereas the final 

literature review written by Hasler Waters, Barbour, and Menchaca (2014) focused solely on 

full-time K-12 online learning. 

The reality of the field of K-12 online learning is that scholars have published their 

research in a variety of outlets—some academic and some more mainstream.  This pattern has 

created a situation where it becomes much more difficult to find relevant literature to support a 

scholar’s current study.  However, even in instances where scholars or publishing outlets are 

clearly known, too often are those sources excluded when scholars attempt to build on the 

knowledge in the field.  When this reality is coupled by the fact that too many scholars reduces 

their definition of the field to simply K-12 online learning, it implies that the empirically-based 

lessons learned and the conceptual models that helped explained these K-12 distance learning 

environments have no relevance for the ‘medium of the day.’ 

 

Absence of Construct Validity 

 

In the third edition of the Handbook of Research on Educational Communications and 

Technology, Spector (2008) wrote: 

The basic question that research aims to answer is why things happen the way they do. 

Developing an answer to such a question often involves a general rule or principle that 

has explanatory power that will be predictive. . . . A related set of rules and principles 

that has been shown to be reliable in many situations might be regarded as theory. (p. 22) 

Essentially, if research is robust, valid, and replicated enough times, than it should be able to 

develop theories that explain why things happen the way that they do.  In order for an 

explanation to be robust, valid, and replicated enough times, it must have a consistent form of 

measurement.  Construct validity is “the degree to which a test measures what it claims, or 
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purports, to be measuring” (Brown, 1996, p. 231), or more simply, has the instrument been used 

in enough studies so those in the field can be confident that it is valid? 

Unfortunately, there has been an absence of the construction and validation of 

instruments in the field of K-12 online learning (or instruments that possess construct validity).  

To date, there has only been a single systematic effort to create a validated instrument—the 

Educational Success Prediction Instrument (ESPRI) (Roblyer, 2005; 2006; Roblyer & Davis, 

2008; Roblyer, Davis, Mills, Marshall, & Pape, 2008; Roblyer & Marshall, 2002-2003).  

Additionally, beyond these initial validation studies conducted by Roblyer and her colleagues, 

there has only been limited use of the instrument in others research (e.g., Siko, 2014; Sparks, 

2017).  In his review of the use of validated tools in the field of K-12 online learning, Barbour 

(2018a) also referenced the use of a validated instrument based on the Parental Involvement 

Mechanisms Model in a single study by Liu, Black, Algina, Cavanaugh, and Dawson (2010). 

The use of validated instruments in the field is important.  According to Cronbach and 

Meehl (1955), “construct validation is involved whenever a test is to be interpreted as a measure 

of some attribute or quality, which is not “operationally defined.” The problem faced by the 

investigator is, ‘What constructs account for variance in test performance?’” (p. 282). Basically, 

how do we know this variable is causing this outcome and, more importantly, how much of this 

outcome is being caused by this variable.  Further, without validated tools, there is no guarantee 

the instruments that researchers design for each and every piece of research they engage in is 

actually measuring what it is designed to measure or how well the instrument reflects the reality 

of the research setting (Barbour, 2018a).  Validated instruments are the building blocks for 

models that can explain specific situations within the K-12 online learning context.  “Models . . . 

are intended for building a theory of distance education that is inspired by current knowledge, 

research, and practice. They may be adopted by practitioners to guide program development, 

implementation, and evaluation” (Saba, 2007, p. 52).  Without validated instruments, there is 

little confidence that research can really be trusted.  If research cannot be trusted, K-12 teachers 

have good reasons to question whether that research can guide their own online classroom 

practices (Geelan, 2006). 

The lack of validated instruments in the field has also resulted in a lack of theory 

development or theoretical underpinnings within the research in the field.  As Saba (2013) 

explained, “for inclusion of these concepts in a theory of distance education, at the minimum, 

such constructs must be validated in experimental empirical studies” (p. 50).  Further, Lincoln 

and Lynham (2011) argued that theory is of particular importance to the informed practice, 

continual improvement, and maturity of a field.  Without the use of validated instruments, there 

has been a general lack of theory development in the field. 

To date, one of the few lines of inquiry that has attempted to ground itself with a 

theoretical or conceptual framework is the work of Borup and his colleagues (Borup, 

2016a, 2016b; Borup, Graham, & Drysdale, 2014; Borup & Stevens, 2016; Borup, 

Stevens, & Hasler Waters, 2015).  The Adolescent Community of Engagement (ACE) 
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framework was introduced by Borup, West, Graham, and Davies (2014) as a way to 

describe the nature of engagement that occurs in an online learning course by examining 

the variables of student engagement, teacher engagement, peer engagement, and parent 

engagement.  Borup and his colleagues have used this framework to specifically examine 

the parent engagement aspect of the ACE framework at a specific cyber charter school. 

(Barbour, 2018a, p. 11) 

Barbour also reported that Dikkers and Whiteside had made use of social presence theory, which 

examines the ability of participants in technology-mediated communication to send and receive 

social cues, in their own work (see Dikkers, Whiteside, & Lewis, 2013; Whiteside & Dikkers, 

2012). 

One of the most comprehensive efforts to explore the use of theory by researchers in the 

field was undertaken by Lokey-Vega et al. (2018).  These authors examined the titles, keywords, 

and abstracts of all 790 unique publications in the Research Clearinghouse for K-12 Blended and 

Online Learning for any reference to theory.  The authors acknowledged that the clearinghouse 

was not a comprehensive resource, but was the broadest single collection of K-12 online and 

blended learning literature available at the time.  They also noted that not every entry had an 

abstract or keywords.  The authors reported that 137 references or 17% contained one of the 26 

different theoretical terms that had been identified in the research.  Although many would argue 

that several of the “theoretical terms” were not actual theories.  For example, the 26 theoretical 

terms included—among others—five studies that utilized learning styles, a discredited theory 

(Coffield, Moseley, Hall, & Ecclestone, 2004; Scott, 2010).  Additionally many would argue that 

“theoretical terms” such as personalized learning, collaborative learning, metacognition, 

participatory learning, and theory of online learning were not actual theories.  Regardless, 

Lokey-Vega et al. (2018) concluded, “the work has just begun as we stretch our field to seek and 

understand instances of success and test well-supported historically-important distance learning 

theories, such that we can build a body of best-practice literature founded on theory” (p. 85). 

Given the near complete lack of validated instruments, coupled with the rare utilization of 

models, frameworks, or theories to guide researchers, the scholarship in the field of K-12 online 

learning can be described as largely atheoretical.  With few validated instruments, researchers 

are also unable to even begin the process of developing and testing the necessary frameworks to 

create theories that might become predictive models for the practice of K-12 online learning.  

However, if theory could be developed or validated instruments used, “such a body of literature 

would go beyond serving researchers; but most importantly, it would play a socially responsible 

role in impacting the problems facing teachers and children in K-12 online learning contexts” 

(Lokey-Vega et al., 2018, p.85). 

 

Postmodern Turn 
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The postmodern turn in the broader field of distance education can be seen as a summary, 

or natural conclusion, of the three previous discussions.  In describing the issue of 

postmodernism, Saba (2013) wrote: 

European postmodernism tends to search for the different in a seemingly endless process 

of deconstructing tenets of established disciplines….  when a discipline is fragmented in 

this way, the question becomes: is there an approach to bringing seemingly unrelated 

concepts into a coherent picture and presenting them in a form that would make sense to 

the novice and the expert alike? (emphasis in original, p. 51) 

When the work of the traditional professional association for practitioners of K-12 online and 

blended learning is devoted to personalized learning and competency-based education (refer to 

the “Our Work” section of the International Association for K-12 Online Learning website at 

https://www.inacol.org/our-work/), this is an excellent illustration of the fragmentation of the 

field.  The fact that K-12 online learning, virtual schooling, and cyber schooling are taken within 

much of the academic literature to refer to three different types of education. 

Another example of the fragmentation that exists within the research base of both K-12 

distance and online learning can also be seen in the lack of historical understanding.  For 

example, in the fourth edition of the Handbook of Distance Education, Barbour (2019) began his 

chapter on K-12 online learning with the following history lesson: 

The first documented use of K-12 distance learning in the United States was the use of 

instructional film around 1910 (Saettler, 2004). This initial distance medium was 

followed by the use of correspondence education in a program Nebraska around 1923 

(Broady, Platt, & Bell, 1931), and the use of educational radio through the Ohio School 

of the Air in 1921 (Saettler, 2004). While some educational radio programs continued to 

serve K-12 distance education students for some time, such as the Wisconsin School of 

the Air (Bianchi, 2002); as technology evolved, so did the medium for K-12 distance 

education. For example, Bramble (1988) described the use of an educational telephone 

system as the basis for the Learn Alaska Network. During the1930s there were several 

instances of educational television programming (Kurtz, 1959), although according to 

Clark (2000) it was rare for programs using this medium to offer full courses. In the 

1960s, the use of educational satellites emerged as another generation of technology used 

for the delivery of K-12 distance learning (Jajkowski, 2004), which was used by 

programs in a variety of states to serve primarily rural areas (Howley & Harmon, 2000; 

Kirby, 1998; Pease & Tinsley, 1986). Beginning in the 1980s, audiographics or 

telematics networks began to be developed by several states, such as Iowa, Maine, and 

Utah (Hezel Associates, 1998). (p. 522) 

However, it is almost universal that research and literature in the field of K-12 online learning 

ignores the scholarship over the past century related to these legacy forms of K-12 distance 

education. 

https://www.inacol.org/our-work/
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Saba (2013) continued his description of postmodernism by stating that “the core of [the 

American postmodern approach… was the idea of webs of relationships among different or even 

ostensibly unrelated concepts, what we would call a systems approach” (p. 51).  Essentially Saba 

is referring to the use of theoretical perspectives to explain or predict how some aspect of K-12 

online learning will work.  The inability of researchers to utilize models, frameworks, or and 

theories guide their scholarship—as was described in the previous section—is also evidence that 

the field is deficient based on this American postmodern perspective. 

Regardless if the examination is through the lens of the European perspective of 

postmodernism or the American perspective of postmodernism, in both instances the field of K-

12 online learning is found lacking.  From the European point of view, the field has fallen into 

the trap of fragmentation that limits the overall understanding within the field and prevents the 

field from building upon its historical base.  From the American point of view, the field does not 

have the basic building blocks (e.g., validated instruments, models/frameworks, theories, etc.) to 

create the explanatory systems that might help us understand the relationship between different 

aspects of K-12 online learning. 

 

American-Centrism 

 

While not one of the four challenges described by Saba (i.e., confusing terminology, a 

lack of historical perspective, the absence of construct validity, and a postmodern turn), there is a 

fifth challenge that the field of K-12 online learning must overcome—geographic focus.  For 

example, in his chapter in the second edition of the Handbook of Research on K-12 Online and 

Blended Learning, Barbour (2018b) concluded that: 

the reality is that the vast majority of the scholarship that is being published focuses on 

the United States (and to a lesser extent North America), even though there is a great deal 

of K-12 online and blended learning occurring outside of the United States. (p. 23) 

As a part of this chapter, Barbour analyzed the Journal of Online Learning Research and found 

that the vast majority of articles that had been published focused on the United States.  Similarly, 

Barbour (2011) analyzed K-12 online learning scholarship in major distance education journals 

and reported that over half of the K-12-focused articles were based on the United States.  Both of 

these findings were consistent with Hu, Arnesen, Barbour, and Leary (2019), who analyzed all 

51 articles published in the Journal of Online Learning Research from 2015 to 2018.  They 

reported that excluding the “five articles that had no specific geographic focus or we were unable 

to determine the location… the vast majority (i.e., 91%) of articles with a geographic focus 

published by [the journal] focused on the United States” (p. 132).  In describing the article in 

their editorial, Borup and Archambault (2019) acknowledge that they viewed the “finding as an 

opportunity to better focus on international research and [they had] launched the international 

section in the last issue” (p. 120).  Although they also noted that “while the current issue does not 

include an article for the international section, [they] strongly encourage submissions from 
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contexts beyond the United States” (p. 120).  In the four issues published since the international 

section was introduced, only two issues included any articles in that section (and both of those 

issues only included a single article in the international section—see Cavanaugh & Roe [2019]; 

Seok & DaCosta [2020]). 

In this introduction to the new “International Section” of the second edition of the 

Handbook of Research on K-12 Online and Blended Learning, Barbour (2018c) listed a series of 

studies from Canada, New Zealand, South Korea, and Australia that he claimed scholars should 

be familiar with.  He also list a series of countries that were the focus of individual case studies 

from the recent book Online and Distance Education in Schools: Global Perspectives on Policy 

and Practice edited by Clark and Barbour (2015).  A year prior, Barbour and Kennedy (2014) 

described various K-12 online learning programs that exists in the three North America 

countries, along with Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea, and Turkey.  However, 

the fact that scholars in the field are able to list the isolated instances of research focused on 

jurisdictions outside of the United States underscored the American-centrism of the field of K-12 

online learning. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

As a part of the first edition of the Handbook of Research on Educational 

Communications and Technology, Holloway (1989) wrote one of the closing chapters where he 

summarized and critiqued the types of designs that had been used by researchers in the field, 

where he suggested that, “there [were] excellent studies, but they [were] limited by short time 

spans . . . the entire corpus of research in diffusion and adaption of educational technology seems 

less rigorous in technique and design and weak in causal findings” (p. 1129). While Holloway 

was broadly referencing the field of educational technology, it was also quite descriptive for the 

field of distance education. Black (2007) wrote, “although isolated studies . . . were undertaken 

in the early decades of the last century, scholarship in the sense of a sustained, growing body of 

knowledge generating theory through systematic research, really began in the 1950s” (p. 3). 

What can be said specifically of K-12 online learning?  Barbour (2019) argued that:  

beyond the body of comparative research, much of the research has been qualitative in 

nature (which can be quite useful for understanding K-12 distance and online learning in 

a specific setting, but by definition are not generalizable to other jurisdictions). Further, a 

significant portion of the body of research suffers rom issue of over reaching (e.g., 

interviewing a group of hand picked teachers or developers and using their opinions to 

generate “best practices”). (p. 534) 

To illustrate this point, Barbour analyzed a study into the design of online courses from 

secondary students (Barbour, 2005; 2007) and a study into the practices of online teachers 

(DiPietro, Ferdig, Black, & Preston, 2008). In both instances, Barbour (2019) described how the 

researcher collected perception-based data from a single source, a small sample, and a specific 

geographic focus; with no verification of the opinions being expressed by those surveyed or 
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interviewed.  Ironically, both studies intended to report on principles and best practices for the 

field as a whole. 

While most studies are not as methodologically limited, and do not overreach to the same 

extent as the examples above, the majority of research into teaching and learning within the K-12 

online environment have been studies of particular cases (Lowes & Lin, 2018). “As needed and 

important as these [exploratory] studies are, their results are seldom subjected to experimental 

data-based research for determining the validity of newly surfaces constructs beyond their initial 

exploration” (Saba, 2013, p. 51). 

In the conclusion to his chapter on the state of research and theory development in the 

field of distance education in the first edition of the Handbook on Distance Education, Saba 

(2003) wrote: 

If distance education is to be the educational paradigm, distance education theory must 

explain the whole of education and not only when teacher and learning are separated in 

space and time.  Such separation can be bridged by communication technology, a fact 

demonstrated by teachers and students everywhere.  But if students and teachers are 

separated by the total absence of dialogue, as occurs in many classrooms across the 

country and around the world, bringing them together until they stand nose to nose will 

not offer a solution. (p. 17) 

The same can be said of K-12 online learning.  It does not matter if the student is separated by 

time, place, path, and/or pace from their teacher or other students.  As long as the appropriate 

conditions for learning are present, learning will occur.  The goal for researchers is to discover 

what those conditions are, and then for teachers to incorporate them into their practices and 

policymakers to enact them into their regulations. 

Based upon what is known about K-12 online learning from the research, there are five 

recommendations for researchers.  As the general terminology used to describe various aspects 

of the field is often confounded, researchers should seek to define their specific focus of inquiry 

in each research study.  Researchers need to understand that research associated with other forms 

of distance education; as well as the research into online learning with other populations; has 

lessons to offer the research and practice of K-12 online learning.  Researchers should borrow 

instruments that have been validated in studies within the broader field of distance education and 

apply those instruments to K-12 populations, possibly re-validating these instruments for K-12 

learners.  Researchers also need to ground their studies in established theoretical and conceptual 

frameworks, which may provide opportunities to use existing validated instruments.  Researchers 

need to view the field of K-12 online learning as related fields that are a part of the larger fields 

of K-12 distance education and distance education in general.  With this expanded perspective, 

researchers need to be aware of the relevant research in these broader fields.  Researchers need to 

seek opportunities to published research in international publication outlets, as well as consume 

research focused on K-12 online learning programs in international contexts.  As the research in 

the field of K-12 online learning continues to mature, researchers need to ensure that their 
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methodological techniques continue to become more sophisticated by incorporating these 

recommendations. 
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